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Rationale 

The Scottish Government (2009) created the curriculum of excellence with a view in mind to 
create dynamic and creative thinking classrooms. As such the thinking routine, Think, Pair, 
Share, is from the recently introduced Make Thinking Visible (Ritchart & Church, 2011) 
CPD course for North Lanarkshire Council teachers and as such seemed a very relevant 
routine to undertake. These established thinking routines combine to allow teachers to engage 
pupils with thinking methodology that will expand their way of thinking and allow for critical 
analysis and discussions of topics being discussed in the classroom. 

As the group members varied in profession from Primary 2 to National 5 level, we felt it was 
only suitable to focus on a thinking routine that could be used for all ages within education. 
After a short discussion, all members agreed that the Think, Pair, Share (TPS) exercise was 
one of the most suitable for this enquiry. 

Additionally, TPS is an activity that all ages can take part in and therefore, all members of the 
group could collect evidence. In selecting this particular thinking routine, each member of the 
group were confident the evidence stage of this enquiry would be successful and would 
provide meaningful data that would then be suitable for review. 

Aims 

The aim of the enquiry was to evaluate the impact that the use of the thinking routine Think, 
Pair, Share had on the pupils. Over the five week course of the class using the thinking 
routine, evidence would be recorded and collected. This evidence would then turn out to be 
the basis for an accurate and critical evaluation of what, if any, impact the thinking routine 
had on the pupils. 

The evidence collected would then be the justification of what affect the thinking routine had 
on the pupils’ confidence within the classroom and the impact the routine has had on their 
learning. 

To ensure a fair and well balanced collection of data recorded, ten pupils at random were 
picked from a third year secondary class using an online randomiser. The same pupils would 
provide all the feedback during the enquiry and provide the basis for the analysis of data. 
During the collecting stage however, the full class would provide and take part in these 
feedback sessions as to prevent any pupil being singled out within the class.  

Methodology 

The thinking routine was introduced and explained to the pupils. The timeline of events was 
then discussed and explained to the pupils. By providing the pupils with an insight of what 
they would be undertaking, the class understood the enquiry procedure and as such wanted to 
provide both purposeful and meaningful feedback. 

Once the timeline had been detailed, the data that would be collected was identified as: 

- Questionnaire feedback 
- Teacher Observations 
- Class Discussions 



By identifying the data targets at an early stage of the enquiry the class were kept on focus of 
what type of evidence they would be submitting. This allowed for the pupils to be more 
natural in the class and ensured a more broad set of evidence would be collected. This in turn 
would be crucial to ensuring that all data collected was accurate and not biased to a certain 
outcome. 

The evidence throughout the five week schedule would be collected by using pupil feedback 
in the form of questionnaires, observations and class discussions. By using a range of 
evidence gathering, it would provide an in-depth analysis of results and ensure fair results 
would be reported. The questionnaires were made available both in paper and online form to 
ensure the pupils were comfortable when answering them (See Appendix 1). More 
importantly all results were kept anonymous as to ensure an accurate and truthful account 
was being collected. This could only be the case for the questionnaire however as both the 
observations and class discussion were noted by the teacher in a focussed pupil basis. 

Findings 

Questionnaire Feedback 

The questionnaire feedback was collected during week one, three and five of the enquiry. The 
questioning was kept exactly the same for all three questionnaires to ensure a fair and 
consistent approach was taken with each sitting. The results of the questionnaire provided an 
insight into the pupils’ thinking and displayed the impact of the enquiry as a whole. 

   
Figure 1 – Week One Results  Figure 2 – Week Three Results Figure 3 – Week Five Results 

From the data shown above, we can see that the questionnaire results display a change of 
opinion from a majority of uncertain stance to one of positive impact. While there are still 
some pupils of the opinion that the thinking routine has either had no impact or a negative 
one, the majority have felt it has positively changed their learning within the five week 
period. 

Teacher Observations 

The second part of data collected was teaching observations. The same type of data was 
collected for every week of the study and this included the following: 

- Number of participants to questions (how many hands up) 
- How many answers correct from class questioning 
- General confidence levels of pupils (Mannerisms, level of voice etc) 
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Over the five week period of observation, data collected showed a continued increase of 
participants within the class for questioning. Week four saw a break in trend in where a 
decrease in participants was displayed. Week five however continued the increase and 
displayed a positive result. The amount of correct answers from the class questioning 
technique also shows a similar pattern of participation to correct ratio, however with a 
slightly less success rate (See Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4 – Teacher Observations 

The data that could not be shown in the graph was the noticeable change in atmosphere and 
confidence within the room. Through the use of Think, Pair, share it was noted that the 
pupil’s confidence towards their learning was increased. This was noted from the increase of 
pupils engaging with the work and participating in class discussions. It is an important note 
that this could also be due to the pupils gaining more confidence with the material however. 

Class Discussions 

The third part of the data collection was the class discussions within the class. These were 
usually well participated in, but mainly dominated by a few individuals within the class. 
What was noted over the five-week period was that the diversity of pupils answering had 
increased. This coincided with the data collected from the questionnaires as pupils were 
happier to participate and therefore more willing to participate in class discussions of the 
material. 

The class discussions also became more in depth and it was noted that the pupils provided 
more detailed answers to the questions put to the class. It is a point to note that the pupils 
were also more confident to disagree and further develop each other’s answers. This then 
developed further thinking between the pupils and it is of my opinion that this will have, in 
theory, produced a deeper understanding of the material covered. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, the data collected within this enquiry highlights the positive impact that the 
thinking routine Think, Pair, Share can have on pupils. It suggests that the pupils will gain 
confidence within a class setting and be more comfortable putting themselves into a 
questioning environment. 

Although the enquiry was not 100% conclusive, it does promote that the use of thinking 
routines within the classroom will benefit the majority of the class. Each and every class is 
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indeed unique, so these results should act as a suggestion of how it can benefit a class and not 
definite confirmation that it will positively benefit the class. 

As stated in (Ritchart, 2015) the classroom needs to have a culture of thinking to truly 
promote a positive learning environment. By using Think, Pair, Share, we can go a small way 
into creating such a classroom and thus allow pupils to fully engage in material. In doing so 
we as teachers will create an environment that will promote critical thinking and benefit the 
pupils understanding of the material covered. 

Implications for Future Practice 

This enquiry has highlighted the impact that can come from using thinking routines within 
the classroom environment. Although not conclusive, the enquiry does show that a majority 
of students felt that they have had a positive change made to their learning and as such have 
contributed and engaged more in the class discussions throughout the five-week period. 

In concluding this enquiry, the data promotes the use of thinking routines within the 
classroom and this will impact future practise by ensuring thinking routines are used within 
lessons. With the development of thinking routines and additional practise, I will be able to 
use a number of routines within the development of curriculum material and engage learners 
with a wider range of teaching techniques. With this experience I will then have the ability to 
judge what thinking routine would, in theory, work well for the group of learners within the 
class and utilise my time with them to the fullest. 

 

Appendix 

Figure 1. 
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